
MESHAM (Aries) 

Ashwini, Bharani, Kruttika (1) 

Career :  

This March, just keep pushing forward and let your results speak for themselves. The New Moon on 

10th will give a lucrative push to the stalled new launches, negotiations or contracts. Artists’ talents 

will shine putting them in touch with elite cliental. Good time for job-seekers, to widen their 

geographic job-search radius to bag in high-pay work offers. At workplace, promotions and bonuses 

will come with your name-tag. After 15th, entrepreneurs will forge powerful alliances, to gain the 

access of bountiful resources. Freelancers will take the plunge and turn their inspired ideas into 

tangible forms. After 20th , flaws in the foundation will bring a new launch into a complete halt for 

those in Marketing. 

Wealth :   

This month is a favourable time for consolidating your financial goals and assessing your progress. 

Unexpected monetary benefits will flow in from well-thought investment schemes. However, control 

the splurges, and be judicious with the overflowing expenditures. After 15th, you will discover 

hidden opportunities, to increase your earnings. Extra inflows from dividends, royalties, or 

commissions are likely. Siblings will enlighten more stable ways, to multiply your savings. Real estate 

deals will abundantly supplement your income this month. After 26th, keep away from getting 

entangled in any legal or court matters. 

Personal :  

This month, consider the long-range impact on your actions, before jumping into conclusions. 

Women will be more focused on home, family and taking care of long-postponed domestic projects. 

Travelling with family will help re-live pleasant memories. For singles, new promising romantic 

possibilities will enter their life. For couples, breaking away from the routine will infuse a refreshing 

energy into their relationship. A tactful approach will be help, smoothen out any lingering friction 

with loved ones. After 15th, recent achievements achieved by children will spread happiness at the 

home-front.  

Health :  

This month, streamlining your schedule will help you to feel grounded and experience better heath. 

After 14th, disturbed sleep patterns will leave you feeling wired and tired. Maintain proper 

hydration and a healthy diet, to keep seasonal Flues, eye or stomach related issues at bay. 

Incorporating new fitness regimes that promote relaxation and stress relief will prove to be 

restorative.   

Aswini :  

A partnership will be discussed. This could be business or romantic. 

Bharani :   

If you are trying to raise money, at this time, you will be successful in your attempts. 

Kruttika (1) :   



An invitation to a gathering will be extended and accepted.   

Vedic Remedies :   

Chant the mantra, “Om Shram Shreem Shrom Sah Chandramaseh Namah” every day. Visit a Shani 

Dev temple every Saturday. Light ghee lamps to Goddess Durga, during Rahu Kalam on Tuesdays and 

Fridays.  

Lal-kitab Remedies :   

Make sure that the Wall Clocks are working well and giving correct time. Every Tuesday, worship 

Anjaneya Swami with Red Hibiscus flowers.   

Cautious Dates :   

2,3,4, 29, 30, 31. 


